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found its full acceptance and application in the Second World War in measures such as internment of enemy aliens and seizure of their property, impounding of funds owned by neutral states and nationals, wholesale blacklisting of neutral firms suspected of trading with the enemy, saturation bombing of open cities, and, finally, the use of the atomic bomb.
THE GOVERNMENT IN WARTIME
Viewed in its broader aspects, the imperial government on the eve of the war was a blend of medievalism and western democracy. The former was typified by the jealously guarded prerogatives of the Crown and by hostility towards any extension of the sphere of popular government, while the latter was represented, however imperfectly, by the State Duma and the institutions of local self-government. Curiously, the war strengthened both these antagonistic tendencies. Medievalism asserted itself in the resurgence of the personal rule of the tsar? the ascendancy of the empress and Rasputin, and the decay of the bureaucratic system; the advance of democracy was evidenced by the enhanced stature of the Duma, the wider field of activity open to the zemstvos and municipalities, and the broadening of the social basis of government through the creation of wartime agencies which included representatives of the legislative chambers, management, and labor. The strengthening of both the democratic and the anti-democratic strain accentuated the conflict between the two and contributed to the disintegration of the entire system.
Prior to 1914 Nicholas exercised little control over the day-by-day administration of public affairs except through the selection of his ministers, who, however, were largely drawn from the upper levels of the bureaucracy and usually possessed (at least in theory) the qualification of experience acquired by virtue of tenure of high offices. The ever present influence of the empress was not unduly felt, although the activities of Rasputin (who, it will be remembered, was introduced to the imperial couple in 1905) had caused much unfavorable comment and were the subject of an interpellation in the Duma in 1912. Sabler in 1911 and Goremykin and Bark in January, 1914, owed their ministerial appointments to Rasputin's support. Nevertheless before the war his interference with the affairs of state was sporadic and of no serious consequence, and it was not until the departure of the tsar for the army in 1915 that it assumed the character of a major national

